By Mike Blashik

"It was exciting. I had a lot of fun," said US Olympic Team speedskater Janet Goldman of her experience at the 1984 Winter Olympics at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia last month.

Goldman, a 1982 graduate of Emory University in Atlanta, Ga., is an MIT graduate student majoring in mathematics. She was originally admitted to MIT because of its reputation as a good mathematics program while competing with world's best athletes in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia last month.

"I'm really satisfied with my performance in the Olympics, and I think I did pretty close to as well as she could," Goldman has not yet decided if she will continue skating after she starts school this fall. "I'll decide after a year if I have to quit training," she added. "I want to study some math courses this year, and put in six straight points with help at the net by Dalv and Lem. Westworth jumped to a 7-2 lead in the second game before Harvard called for a time out. MIT temporarily broke its opponent's momentum before Westworth regained control, driving the game home on fast training and tying the match at one each.

The Engineers went ahead 5-1 in game three, prompting Westworth head Coach Kenyon Altmann, also the coach of the MIT women's volleyball team, to call time. Both teams went 0-4 in service attempts before Daly blocked a pair of Westworth spikes to break the stalemate.

Stuopis and Bruce Krizak "hit" each served for two points, but Westworth came back with three. Butler then brought MIT to an 11-4 lead prompting another Westworth time out. Westworth came out of the break to take the serve and put in two points, despite fine setting by Bracer. Then a commanding spike by Stuopis regained the Engineers' serve.

Stuopis served for one, which went down and was within one second of receiving All-America recognition of his career.

Goldman was a member of the Class of 1988 but she deferred admission for two years to train for the Olympics. Athletes faced with choosing among the Olympics, a college education and a professional sports career usually choose to skip the Olympics.
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